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Abstract. In this work, we initiate the formal treatment of cryptographic con-
structions (“Polly Cracker”) based on the hardness of computing remaindersmod-
ulo an ideal. We start by formalising and studying the relation between the ideal
remainder problem and the problem of computing a Gröbner basis. We show both
positive and negative results. On the negative side, we define a symmetric Polly
Cracker encryption scheme and prove that this scheme only achieves bounded
CPA security under the hardness of theIR problem. Furthermore, we show that a
large class of algebraic transformations cannot convert this scheme to a fully se-
cure Polly Cracker-style scheme. On the positive side, we formalise noisy variants
of the ideal related problems. These problems can be seen as natural generalisa-
tions of theLWE problem and the approximate GCD problem over polynomial
rings. After formalising and justifying the hardness of the noisy assumptions we
show that noisy encoding of messages results in a fullyIND-CPA secure some-
what homomorphic encryption scheme. Together with a standard symmetric-to-
asymmetric transformation for additively homomorphic schemes, we provide a
positive answer to the long standing open problem of constructing a secure Polly
Cracker-style cryptosystem reducible to the hardness of solving a random system
of equations. Indeed, our results go beyond that by also providing a new family
of somewhat homomorphic encryption schemes based on new, but natural, hard
problems. Our results also imply that Regev’sLWE-based public-key encryption
scheme is (somewhat)multiplicativelyhomomorphic for appropriate choices of
parameters.

Keywords. Polly Cracker, Gr̈obner bases, Learning with errors, Homomorphic
encryption, Provable security.

1 Introduction

BACKGROUND. Homomorphic encryption [38] is a cryptographic primitive which al-
lows to perform arbitrary computation over encrypted data. In such a scheme, given a
function f and a ciphertextc encrypting a plaintextm, it is possible to transformc to a
new ciphertextc′ which encryptsf (m). From an algebraic perspective, this homomor-
phic feature can be seen as the ability to evaluate multivariate (Boolean) polynomials
over ciphertexts. Hence, an instantiation of homomorphic encryption over the ring of
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multivariate polynomials itself is perhaps the most natural strategy, although not con-
ceptually the simplest (cf. [57]).

Indeed, letI ⊂ P = F[x0, . . . ,xn−1] be some ideal and denote an injective function
by Encode(), with inverseDecode(), that maps bit-strings to elements in the quotient
ring P/I . If Decode(Encode(m0) ◦ Encode(m1)) = m0 ◦ m1 for ◦ ∈ {+, ∙}, we can
encrypt a messagem as

c = f +Encode(m) for f randomly chosen inI .

Decryption is performed by computing remainders moduloI . From the definition of
an ideal the homomorphic features of this scheme follow. The problem of computing
remainders modulo an ideal was solved by Buchberger in [19–21], where he introduced
the notion of Gr̈obner bases, and gave an algorithm for computing such bases.

In fact, all known homomorphic schemes which support both addition and multi-
plication are based on variants of the ideal remainder problem over various rings. For
example in [57] the ring〈p〉 ∈ Z for p an odd integer is considered. In [38] ideals in
a number field play the same role (cf. [55]). One can even view Regev’sLWE-based
public-key encryption scheme [51] in this framework. Furthermore, if we instantiate
the construction in [48] overP, we can view its multiplication operation as construct-
ing the set of cross terms appearing in multivariate polynomial multiplication. Finally,
we note that the construction displayed above is essentially Polly Cracker [36, 10, 44],
a family of cryptosystems dating back to the early 1990s. Despite their simplicity, our
confidence in Polly Cracker-style schemes has been shaken as almost all such proposals
have been broken [30]. This is partially due to the lack of formal treatment of security
for such schemes in the literature. In fact, it is a long standing open research challenge
to propose a secure Polly Cracker-style encryption scheme [10] (cf. also [37, p. 41]).

CONTRIBUTIONS & ORGANISATION. Our contributions in this paper can be sum-
marised as follows: 1) we initiate the formal treatment of Polly Cracker-style schemes
over multivariate polynomial rings and characterise their security; 2) we show the im-
possibility of converting such schemes to fullyIND-CPA-secure schemes through a
large class of transformations; 3) we introduce natural noisy variants of classical prob-
lems related to Gr̈obner bases which also generalise previously considered noisy prob-
lems; 4) we present a new somewhat (and doubly) homomorphic encryption scheme
based on a new class of computationally hard problems.

More precisely, we start by settling notation in Section 2 and Section 3. In Sec-
tion 4, we formalise various problems associated with ideals in polynomials rings in
the language of game-based security definitions. In particular, we show that computing
remainders modulo an ideal with overwhelming probability is equivalent to computing
a Gr̈obner basis for zero-dimensional ideals. We then show that deciding ideal mem-
bership and computing remainders modulo an ideal are equivalent for certain choices
of parameters. This allows us to introduce a symmetric variant of Polly Cracker and
precisely characterise its security guarantees. In particular, we show that this scheme
achieves a weaker version ofIND-CPA security where the total number of ciphertexts
that the attacker can obtain is bounded by an a priori fixed polynomial. We prove this
result under the assumption that computing Gröbner bases is hard if only a small num-
ber of polynomials are available to the attacker (Section 5). BoundedIND-CPA security



is the best level of security that this scheme can possibly achieve: we give an attacker
breaking the cryptosystem once enough ciphertexts are obtained.

In Section 6, using results from computational commutative algebra, we show the
security limitations of the constructed scheme are in some senseintrinsic. More pre-
cisely, we show that a large class of algebraic transformation cannot turn this scheme
into a fully IND-CPA-secure and additively homomorphic (public-key) Polly Cracker-
type scheme. Our result captures both known symmetric-to-asymmetric conversion
techniques for homomorphic schemes in the literature [53, 57].

To go beyond this limitation, we consider a constructions whereEncode(), as in-
troduced in the beginning of this section, is randomised (and henceDecode() is no
longer injective). To prove security for such schemes, we consider noisy variants of
the ideal membership and related problems. These can be seen as natural generalisa-
tions of the (decisional)LWE and the approximate GCD problems over polynomial
rings (Section 7). After formalising and justifying the hardness of the noisy assump-
tions in Section 8, we show that noisy encoding of messages can indeed be used to
construct a fullyIND-CPA secure somewhat homomorphic scheme. This result also im-
plies that Regev’sLWE-based public-key scheme ismultiplicativelyhomomorphic un-
der appropriate choices of parameters. Our result, together with a standard symmetric-
to-asymmetric conversion for homomorphic schemes, provides a positive answer to the
long standing open problem proposed by Barkee et al. [10], which asks for a public-
key Polly Cracker-style encryption scheme whose security is based on the hardness
of computing Gr̈obner bases for random systems of polynomials. In addition, we pro-
vide a new family of somewhat homomorphic schemes which are based on new natural
variants of well-studied hard problems. In Section 9 we show that our scheme allows
proxy re-encryption of ciphertexts. This re-encryption procedure can be seen as trading
noise for degree in ciphertexts. In this section, we also show that our scheme achieves a
limited form of key-dependent message (KDM) security in the standard model, where
the least significant bit of the constant term of the key is encrypted. We leave it as an
open problem to adapt the techniques of [2] to achieve full KDM security for the Polly
Cracker with noise scheme. We discuss concrete parameter choices in Section 10 and
our reference implementation in Section 11.

1.1 Related Work

Polly Cracker.In 1993, Barkee et al. wrote a paper [10] whose aim was to dispel the ur-
ban legend that “Gr̈obner bases are hard to compute”. Another goal of this paper was to
direct research towardssparsesystems of multivariate equations. To do so, the authors
proposed the most obvious dense Gröbner-based cryptosystem, namely an instantiation
of the construction mentioned at the beginning of the introduction. In their scheme, the
public key is a set of polynomials{ f0, . . . , fm−1}⊂I which is used to construct an ele-
ment f ∈I . Encryption of messagesm∈P/I are computed asc= ∑hi fi +m= f +m
for f ∈ I . The private key is a Gröbner basisG which allows to computem = c
modI = c modG. As highlighted in [10] this scheme can be broken using results
from [28] (cf. Theorem 6).

At about the same time, and independently from the work of Barkee et al., Fellows
and Koblitz [36, 44] proposed a framework for the design of public-key cryptosystems.
The ideas in [36] were similar to Barkee et al.’s cryptosystem, but differed in two as-



pects. First, the polynomials generating the public ideal were derived from combina-
torial or algebraic NP-complete problems (such systems were named CA-systems for
“combinatorial-algebraic”). Second, the secret key was not a Gröbner basis of the pub-
lic ideal, but rather a root of it, i.e., a Gröbner basis of a maximal ideal containing
the public ideal. The main instantiation of such a system was the Polly Cracker cryp-
tosystem. Fellows and Koblitz suggested several NP-complete problems mainly based
on graph-theoretic problems for use in this context. The authors, however, did not in-
vestigate how one might generate “hard-on-average” instances of these problems with
known solutions.

Subsequently, a variety of sparse Polly Cracker-style schemes were proposed. The
focus on sparse polynomials aimed to prevent the attack based on Theorem 6, yet almost
all of these schemes were broken. We point the reader to [30] for a good survey of
various constructions and attacks. Currently, the only Polly Cracker-style scheme which
is not broken is the scheme in [23]. This scheme is based on binomial ideals (which in
turn are closely related to lattices).

Not only can our constructions be seen as instantiations of Polly Cracker (with
and without noisy encoding of messages), they also allow security proofs based on the
hardness of computational problems related to (multivariate) polynomial ideals with
respect to random systems.

Homomorphic Encryption.In the last decades several different approaches to con-
struct singly homomorphic schemes – with respect to hardness assumptions and proofs
of security – have been investigated. With respect to doubly (i.e., additively and mul-
tiplicatively) homomorphic schemes, a number of different hardness assumptions and
constructions appeared in the literature. These include the Ideal Coset Problem of Gen-
try [38], the approximate GCD problem over the Integers of van Dijk et al. [57], the
Polynomial Coset Problem as proposed by Smart and Vercauteren in [55], the Approx-
imate Unique Shortest Vector Problem, the Subgroup Decision Problem, and the Dif-
ferential Knapsack Vector Problem all of which appear in the work of Aguilar Melchor
et al. [48] and recently the Learning with Errors Problem of Brakerski and Vaikun-
tanathan [18]. There is a general agreement in the community that whilst the design of
fully homomorphic encryption schemes is a great theoretical breakthrough, all schemes
so far have remained rather impractical. However, research in this direction is progress-
ing rapidly. Recently, Gentry and Halevi [40] have been able to implement all aspects
of Gentry’s scheme [38], including the bootstrapping step. In this work the authors
also improve on the work of Smart and Vercauteren [55]. However, the bootstrapping
step still renders somewhat homomorphic schemes impractical (cf. [45]). Hence, recent
constructions aim to avoid it [17, 39].

Recently and independently of this work, in [18] a construction based on LWE
was proposed, denotedSH in [18], which can be seen as a linear variant of our noisy
Polly Cracker scheme. Furthermore, the technique we propose in Section 9 is also in-
dependently proposed in [18]. However, in contrast to our work [18] has an explicit
non-algebraic perspective. Also a second scheme in [18], denotedBTS, achievesfully
homomorphic encryption based on a “dimension-modulus reduction” technique – while
our work only achieves somewhat homomorphic encryption. We note that this technique
also applies to some of our constructions. Finally, we note that improvements such as



[24] also immediatly apply to our constructions which generalise those constructions
considered in [24].

The main difference between our work and previous work is that we base the secu-
rity of our somewhat homomorphic scheme onnewcomputational problems related to
ideals over multivariate polynomial rings. Furthermore, due to the versatility of Gröbner
basis theory, our work can be seen as a generalisation of a number of known schemes
and their underlying hardness assumptions.

MQ Cryptography.Our work can also be seen in connection with public-key cryp-
tosystems based on the hardness of solving multivariate quadratic equations (MQ).
The difference is that our cryptographic constructions enjoy strong reductions to the
known and hard problem of solving arandomsystem of equations, whereas the bulk
of work in MQ cryptography relies on heuristic security arguments [58, 49, 16, 29]. In
contrast, our work is more in the direction of research initiated by Berbain et al. [14, 3]
who proposed a stream cipher whose security was reduced to the difficulty of solving
a system of random multivariate quadratic equations overF2. Note also that the con-
cept of adding noise to a system of multivariate equations has been also proposed by
Gouget and Patarin in [41] for the design of an authentication scheme. Our work, how-
ever, presents a more general and complete treatment of problems related to ideals over
multivariate polynomials – both with and without noise – and aims to provide a formal
basis to assess the security of cryptosystems based on such problems.

2 Preliminaries

NOTATION. We writex← y for assigning valuey to a variablex, andx←$ X for sam-
pling x from a setX uniformly at random. IfA is a probabilistic algorithm we write
y←$ A(x1, . . . ,xn) for the action of runningA on inputsx1, . . . ,xn with uniformly cho-
sen random coins, and assigning the result toy. For a random variableX we denote
by [X] the support ofX, i.e., the set of all values thatX takes with non-zero proba-
bility. We use ppt for probabilistic polynomial-time. We call a functionη(λ ) negligi-
ble if |η(λ )| ∈ λ−ω(1). We say that a function spaceFunSp(P) and a message space
MsgSp(P), both parameterised byP, are compatible if for any possible value ofP and
for any f ∈ FunSp(P), the domain off is MsgSp(P).

GAMES-BASED SECURITY DEFINITIONS AND PROOFS. In this paper we use the code-
based game-playing language [13]. Each game has someInitialize and aFinalize pro-
cedure. It also has specifications of procedures to respond to the adversary’s various
oracle queries. A gameGame is run with an adversaryA as follows. FirstInitialize
runs and its outputs are passed toA . ThenA runs and its oracle queries are answered
by the procedures ofGame. WhenA terminates, its output is passed toFinalize which
returns the outcome of the gamey. This interaction is written asGameA ⇒ y. In each
game, we restrict our attention to legitimate adversaries, which is defined specifically
for each game.



3 Basics of Gr̈obner Bases

In this section we recall some basic definitions related to Gröbner bases [21, 19, 20].
For a more detailed treatment we refer to, for instance, [26].

We consider a polynomial ringP = F[x0, . . . ,xn−1] over some finite field (typically
Fq), some monomial ordering on elements ofP, and a set of polynomialsf0, . . . , fm−1.
We denote by M( f ) the set of all monomials appearing inf ∈ P. By LM( f ) we de-
note the leading monomial appearing inf ∈ P according to the chosen term order-
ing. We denote by LC( f ) the coefficient∈ F corresponding to LM( f ) in f and set
LT( f ) = LC( f ) ∙LM ( f ). We denote byP<d the set of polynomials of degree< d (and
analogously for>,≤,≥, and= operations). We defineP=0 as the underling field includ-
ing 0∈ F. We defineP<0 as zero. Finally, we denote byM<m the set of all monomials
< m for some monomialm(and analogously for>,≤,≥, and= operations). We assume
the usual power product representation for elements ofP.

Definition 1 (Generated Ideal).Let f0, . . . , fm−1 be polynomials in P. We define the
set

I = 〈 f0, . . . , fm−1〉 :=

{
m−1

∑
i=0

hi fi | h0, . . . ,hm−1 ∈ P

}

as theideal generatedby f0, . . . , fm−1.

It is known that everyI ideal ofP is finitely generated, i.e., there exists a finite number
of polynomials f0, . . . , fm−1 in P such thatI = 〈 f0, . . . , fm−1〉. Roughly speaking, a
Gröbner basis is a particular generator set of an ideal.

Definition 2 (Gröbner Basis).LetI be an ideal ofF[x0, . . . ,xn−1] and fix a monomial
ordering. A finite subset G= {g0, . . . ,gm−1} ⊂I is said to be aGröbner basisof I if
for any f ∈I there exists gi ∈G such that

LM (gi) | LM ( f ).

REMARK. We note that for vector spacesFn the notion of a Gr̈obner basis coincides
with row echelon forms, and Gröbner basis algorithms (see below) reduce to Gaussian
elimination. For univariate polynomials, e.g.,F[x] andZ[x], the notion of a Gr̈obner
basis coincides with the greatest common divisor and running a Gröbner basis algorithm
computes the GCD.

It is possible to extend the division algorithm to multivariate polynomials: we write
r = f modG when f = ∑m−1

i=0 hi gi + r with M(r)∩〈LM (G)〉= /0. WhenG is a Gr̈obner
basisr is unique and is called thenormal formof f with respect to the idealI . In
particular we have thatf modI = f modG = 0 if and only if f ∈ I . TogetherP
andI define the quotient ringP/I and, by abuse of notation, we writef ∈ P/I if f
modI = f where equality is interpreted as those on elements ofP. That is, we identify
elements of the quotientP/I with their minimal representation inP.

As defined above, a Gröbner basis is not unique. For instance, we can multiply any
polynomial of a Gr̈obner basis by a non-zero constant. However, from any Gröbner
basis we can compute the unique reduced Gröbner basis in polynomial time. The algo-
rithm performing this transformation is denotedReduceGB(∙) in this work and is given
in Algorithm 1.



Algorithm 1 : ReduceGB(∙)
Input : Q – a set of polynomials forming a Gröbner basis
Result: the reduced Gr̈obner basis forQ
begin1

Q̃←∅;2

while Q 6=∅ do3

f ← the smallest element ofQ according to the term ordering;4

Q←Q\{ f};5

if LM ( f ) 6∈ 〈LM (Q̃)〉 then6

Q̃← Q̃∪{LC( f )−1 ∙ f};7

return
[
h modQ̃\{h} | h∈ Q̃

]
;8

end9

Definition 3 (Reduced Gr̈obner Basis).A reduced Gr̈obner basisfor an idealI ⊂ P
is a Gröbner basis G such that:

1. LC(g) = 1, for all g∈G;
2. ∀g∈G, 6 ∃ m∈M(g) such that m is divisible by some element ofLM (G\{g}).

Buchberger [19] proved that in order to compute a Gröbner basis from a given ideal
basis, it is sufficient to consider S-polynomials. From such a basis, it is easy to compute
the (unique) reduced Gröbner basis using Algorithm 1.

Definition 4 (S-Polynomial).Let f,g ∈ F[x0, . . . ,xn−1] be non-zero polynomials.

– Let LM ( f ) = ∏n−1
i=0 xαi

i andLM (g) = ∏n−1
i=0 xβi

i , with αi ,βi ∈ N, denote the leading
monomials of f and g respectively. For every0≤ i < n setγi := max(αi ,βi) and
denote by xγ the polynomial∏n−1

i=0 xγi
i . Then xγ is the least common multiple of

LM ( f ) andLM (g):
xγ = LCM(LM ( f ),LM (g)).

– The S-polynomial of f and g is defined as

S( f ,g) =
xγ

LT( f )
∙ f −

xγ

LT(g)
∙g.

In particular, Buchberger showed that a basis is a Gröbner basis if all S-polynomials
“reduce to zero”.

Definition 5 (Reduction to zero).Fix a monomial order in P and let G= {g0, . . . ,gs−1}⊂
P be anunorderedset of polynomials and let t be a monomial. Given a polynomial
f ∈ P, we say f has a t-representationwith respect to≤ and G if f can be written in
the form

f = a0g0 + ∙ ∙ ∙+as−1gs−1,

such that whenever aigi 6= 0, we have aigi ≤ t. Furthermore, we write that f−→
G

0 (“ f

reduces to zero”) if and only if f has anLM ( f )-representation with respect to G.



Note thatf modG = 0 implies thatf −→
G

0 while the converse is false.

Theorem 1 (Buchberger’s Criterion). A basis G= {g0, . . . ,gs−1} for an idealI is a
Gröbner basis if and only if for all i6= j we have S(gi ,gj)−→

G
0.

Proof. See [12, p.211ff]. ut

From Theorem 1 an algorithm follows [19] which computes a Gröbner basis by con-
structing and reducing S-polynomials. However, this algorithm – Buchberger’s algo-
rithm – spends most of its time reducing elements to zero, a computation which is
useless. Buchberger also proposed two criteria which tell usa priori whether the S-
polynomial of two polynomials reduces to zero. We make use of the first criterion in
this work:

Theorem 2 (Buchberger’s First Criterion). Let f,g∈P be such thatLCM(LM ( f ),LM (g)) =
LM ( f ) ∙LM (g), i.e., they have disjoint leading terms. Then S( f ,g) −→

{ f ,g}
0.

Proof. See [12, p.222ff]. ut

From this, we get:

Corollary 1. A set{g0, . . . ,gn−1} ⊂ P with LM (gi) = xdi
i with di ≥ 0 for all i ,0≤ i < n

is a Gröbner basis.

All ideals considered in this work are zero-dimensional, i.e., their associated varieties
have finitely many points. The following lemma establishes the equivalence between
various statements about zero-dimensional ideals.

Lemma 1 (Finiteness Criterion).LetI = 〈 f0, . . . , fm−1〉 ⊂P with P=F[x0, . . . ,xn−1]
be an ideal. The following conditions are equivalent.

1. The system has only finitely many solutions in the algebraic closure ofF.
2. For i = 0, . . . ,n−1, we haveI ∩F[xi ] 6=∅.
3. For all i,0≤ i < n, there exists gi ∈I such thatLM (gi) = xdi

i with di > 0.
4. The set of monomials S(I ) = M(P)\{LM ( f ) | f ∈I } is finite.
5. TheF-vector space P/I is finite-dimensional and a basis is given by S(I ).

As soon as one of these conditions holds true, then we call the idealI zero-dimensional.
Moreover, the number of solutions counted with multiplicities in the algebraic closure
of F is exactly the cardinal of S(I ) which is the dimension of the vector space P/I .

Proof. See [26, p.234ff]. ut

In this work we use reduction modulo an ideal to sample polynomials from some
ideal. The following lemma will be helpful to assert that this sampling is uniform.

Lemma 2. LetI ⊂P=Fq[x0, . . . ,xn−1] be some ideal. Any element f∈P withdeg( f ) =
b has a unique representation f= f̃ + r with f̃ ∈ I and r∈ P/I wheredeg( f̃ ) ≤ b
anddeg(r)≤ b. In particular, if M is the set of monomials∈P/I with degree≤ b, then
for any f̃ ∈I there are q|M| elements fi in P with f = fi− ( fi modI ).

Proof. The monomials inP≤b span a
(n+b

b

)
-dimensional vector spaceV overFq. The

monomials∈ P/I up to degreeb span a subspace ofV with dimension|M|, from
which the claim follows. ut



4 Gröbner Basis and Ideal Membership Problems

In this section we formalise various problems associated with Gröbner bases. Follow-
ing [27], we definea computational polynomial ring scheme. This is a general frame-
work allowing to discuss in a concrete way the different families of rings that may be
used in cryptographic applications. More formally, a computational polynomial ring
schemeP is a sequence of probability distribution ofpolynomial ring descriptions
(Pλ )λ∈N. A polynomial ring description1 P specifies various algorithms associated with
P such as computing ring operations, sampling elements, testing membership, encoding
of elements, ordering of monomials, etc. We assume each polynomial ring distribution
is overn= n(λ ) variables, for some polynomialn(λ ), and is over a finite prime field of
sizeq(λ ).

REMARK. There is a one-to-one correspondence of ideals over polynomial rings over
finite extension fieldsI ⊂ Fqn[x0, . . . ,xn−1] and ideal over polynomial rings over prime
fieldsJ⊂Fq[x0, . . . ,xn−1,α] by mapping a root ofFqn to α and adding the characteristic
polynomial ofFqn to the generating basis, hence finite extension fields are covered by
this definition. The ringZ[x0, . . . ,xn−1] is not covered by our definition, but it can easily
be generalised.

OnceP is given and a concrete ringP is sampled, one can define various Gröbner
basis generation algorithms onP. In this work we denote byGBGen(1λ ,P,d) any ppt
algorithm which outputs a reduced Gröbner basisG for some zero-dimensional ideal
I ⊂ P such that every element ofG is of degree at mostd. Of particular interest to
this paper is the Gröbner basis generation algorithms shown in Algorithm 2 called
GBGendense(∙). Throughout this paper we assume an implicit dependency of various
parameters associated withP on the security parameter. Thus, we dropλ to ease no-
tation. Note thatGBGendense(∙) for d = 1 captures the usual case of a set of polyno-

Algorithm 2 : Algorithm GBGendense(1λ ,P,d)

begin1

if d = 0 then return {0};2

for 0≤ i < n do3

gi ← xd
i ;4

for mj ∈M<xd
i

do5

ci j ←$ Fq;6

gi ← gi +ci j mj ;7

return ReduceGB({g0, . . . ,gn−1});8

end9

mials which have a (unique) common root in the base field, and where LM(gi) = xi

1 Here we are slightly abusing notation and usingP both for the polynomial ring and its descrip-
tion.



for all i,0≤ i < n. This case is common in cryptographic applications such as alge-
braic cryptanalysis [34, 25] and a well-studied case. The next lemma – which is an easy
consequence of Corollary 1 – establishes thatGBGendense(∙) returns a Gr̈obner basis.

Lemma 3. Let G= {g0, . . . ,gn−1} ⊂ P = F[x0, . . . ,xn−1] be the set of polynomials de-
fined as

gi = xd
i +∑ci j mj , for all i ,0≤ i < n, with mj ∈M<xd

i
and ci j ∈ F.

Then G is a Gr̈obner basis for the zero-dimensional ideal〈g0, . . . ,gn−1〉. In addition,
the dimension of theFq-vector space P/〈g0, . . . ,gn−1〉 is dn.

Proof. The Gr̈obner basis property follows from Corollary 1. Clearly,S(I ) = M(P)\
{LM ( f ) | f ∈I } is the set of all monomials of the form∏n−1

i=0 xdi
i for 0≤ di < d. Since

there aredn such elements, this is also the dimension of the vector space by Lemma 1.
ut

REMARK. We note that using Buchberger’s First Criterion in Algorithm 2 is a special
case of using Macaulay’s trick [50].

We can now formally define the Gröbner basis problem, which is the problem of
computing the Gr̈obner basis for some idealI given a set of polynomialsf0, . . . , fm−1∈
I .

Definition 6 (Gröbner Basis (GB) Problem). The Gr̈obner basis problem is defined
through gameGBP,GBGen(∙),d,b,m as shown in Figure 1. The advantage of a ppt algo-
rithm A in solving theGB problem is defined by

Advgb
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m,A (λ ) := Pr

[
GBA

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m(λ )⇒ T
]
.

An adversary is legitimate if it calls theSampleprocedure described in Figure 1 at
most m= m(λ ) times.

Initialize (1λ ,P,d):
begin

P←$ Pλ ;
G←$ GBGen(1λ ,P,d);
return (1λ ,P);

end

Sample():
begin

f ←$ P≤b;
f ← f − ( f modG);
return f ;

end

Finalize():
begin

return (G = G′);
end

Fig. 1.GameGBP,GBGen(∙),d,b,m.

It follows from Lemma 2 that theSampleprocedure in Figure 1 returns elements of
degreeb which are uniformly distributed in〈G〉. We note that if we instantiateGBGen()
with GBGendense() we must requireb≥ d in order to exclude the trivial case where
Samplealways returns zero.

We recall that given a Gröbner basisG of an idealI , r = f modI = f modG is
the normal form off with respect to the idealI . We sometimes drop the explicit refer-
ence toI when it is clear from the context which ideal we are referring to, and simply
refer to r as the normal form off . Computing normal forms is the ideal remainder
problem which we formalise below.



Definition 7 (Ideal Remainder (IR) Problem). The ideal remainder problem is de-
fined through gameIRP,GBGen(∙),d,b,m, shown in Figure 2. The advantage of a ppt algo-
rithm A in solving theIR problem is defined by

Adv ir
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m,A (λ ) := Pr

[
IRA

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m(λ )⇒ T
]
−1/c,

where c= qdimFq(P/〈G〉). An adversary is legitimate if it calls theSample procedure
described in Figure 2 at most m= m(λ ) times. We also note that in the above advantage
term, q, P and G denote the finite field, the polynomial ring, and the Gröbner basis
which are generated during the game respectively.

Initialize (1λ ,P,d):
begin

P←$ Pλ ;
G←$ GBGen(1λ ,P,d);
return (1λ ,P);

end

Sample():
begin

f ←$ P≤b;
f ′ ← ( f modG);
return f − f ′;

end

Challenge():
begin

f ←$ P≤b;
return f ;

end

Finalize(r ′):
begin

r ← f modG;
return r = r ′;

end

Fig. 2.GameIRP,GBGen(∙),d,b,m.

In fact, we show below that under certain conditions the two problems are equivalent.
That is, not only do Gr̈obner bases allow to solve theIR problem, but we also have
the reverse reduction. Lemma 4 proves a weak form of this equivalence. That is, for
Lemma 4 below to be meaningful we require that theIR adversary returns the correct
answer with anoverwhelmingprobability. This is due to the restriction thatSamplecan
only be called a bounded number of times, and thus one cannot amplify the success
probability of theIR adversary through repetition. We note that it is possible to prove
a stronger statement than Lemma 4 using a proof technique from [15]. However, the
weaker and simpler statement is sufficient in our context.

Informally, the reduction of theGB problem to theIR problem works as follows.
Consider an arbitrary elementgi in the Gr̈obner basisG. We can writegi asmi + g̃i for
some ˜gi < gi andmi = LM (gi). Now, assume the normal form ofmi is ri and suppose
that ri < mi . This implies thatmi = ∑n−1

j=0 hjgj + ri for somehi ∈ P. Hence, we have
mi − ri ∈ 〈G〉: an element∈ 〈G〉 with leading monomialmi . Repeat this process for all
monomials up to and including degreed and accumulate the resultsmi − ri in a list
G̃. The listG̃ is a list of elements∈ 〈G〉 with LM (G̃) ⊇ LM (G) which impliesG̃ is a
Gröbner basis. We note that this is the core idea behind the FGLM algorithm [33] which
allows to efficiently change the ordering of a Gröbner basis (and also the “Bulygin
attack” in a different context [22]).

Lemma 4 (IR Hard ⇔ GB Hard). For any ppt adversaryA against theIR problem,
there exists a polynomialpoly() and a ppt adversaryB against theGB problem such
that

Adv ir
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m,A (λ )poly(λ ) ≤ Advgb

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m,B(λ ).

Conversely, for any ppt adversaryB against theGB problem, there exists a ppt adver-
saryA against theIR problem such that

Advgb
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m,B(λ ) = Adv ir

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m,A (λ ).



Proof. The second statement is classical. It is proven for instance in [26, p. 82] which
shows that a Gr̈obner basis allows computing remainders modulo the ideal spanned by
the basis in polynomial time.

To prove the opposite direction, we construct an algorithmB against theGB prob-
lem based on an algorithmA against theIR problem. This algorithm is described in
Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 : GB adversaryB from IR adversaryA

begin1

B receives(1λ ,P);2

G̃←∅; F,k← [],0;3

querySample() to get f ;4

M← the list of monomials of degree≤ d, smallest first;5

for m∈M do6

if ∃g∈ G̃ s.t.LM (g) |m then continue;7

c, t← 0,0;8

for m̃∈M<m do9

c←$ Fq;10

t← t +c ∙ m̃;11

t← t modG̃;12

k← 0;13

runA (1λ ,P) as follows:14

if A queriesSample() then15

if k = #F then16

querySample() to geth;17

F ← F ∪{h}; k← k+1;18

returnFk;19

if A queriesChallenge() then20

return f +m+ t;21

if A callsFinalize(r ′) then22

setr ← r ′ − t;23

if r < m then24

G̃← G̃∪{m− r};25

call Finalize(G̃);26

end27

First we consider correctness. Ifr ′ returned byA in line 23 satisfiesr ′ = f +m+ t
modG thenm− r = m+ t− r ′ in line 25 is an element in〈G〉 with leading monomial
m. To see this recall that we havef +m+ t = ∑n−1

j=0 hjgj + r ′ for 0≤ j < n, hj ∈ P and

r ′ 6∈G which implies – sincef ∈ 〈G〉 – thatm+ t− r ′ = ∑n−1
j=0 h̃jg′j for 0≤ j < n, h̃j ∈ P

and hencem+ t− r ′ ∈ 〈G〉. By constructiont < mand we only add elements tõG with
r < m. We compute such elements for every monomial of degree≤ d. In particular, we



compute such elements for every LM(gi). Since LM(G̃)⊇ LM (G) we have thatG̃ is a
Gröbner basis for the ideal〈G〉.

Now, let us consider resources. Algorithm 3 runs in polynomial time. The outer loop
is repeatedn(λ )d times in the general case which is polynomial inλ by assumption.
Note that ifGBGen(∙) = GBGendense(∙) we can setM ← [xd

n−1, . . . ,x
d
0] in line 5 and

thus repeat the outer loop onlyn(λ ) times. Ifk−1 is an upper bound on the number of
queries toSamplethatA makes,B makes at mostk queries to itsSampleoracle.

Finally, since we runn(λ )d independent copies ofA for n(λ )d different challenges,
and require all of them to return the correct results, the overall advantage is the product
of the advantages ofA ’s. ut

The decisional variant of theIR problem is to decide whether the normal form of
some element modulo an ideal is zero or not, i.e., whether this element is in the ideal
or not. This is the well-known ideal membership problem formalised below. We note
that solving this problem was the original motivation which lead to the discovery of
Gröbner bases [19].

Definition 8 (Ideal Membership (IM) Problem). The ideal membership problem is
defined through the gameIMP,GBGen(∙),d,b,m as shown in Figure 3. The advantage of a
ppt algorithmA in solvingIM is defined by

Adv im
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m,A (λ ) := 2∙Pr

[
IMA

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m(λ )⇒ T
]
−1.

An adversary is legitimate if it calls theSampleprocedure described in Figure 3 at
most m= m(λ ) times.

Initialize (1λ ,P,d):
begin

P←$ Pλ ;
G←$ GBGen(1λ ,P,d);
c←$ {0,1};
return (1λ ,P);

end

Sample():
begin

f ←$ P≤b;
f ′ ← f modG;
return f − f ′;

end

Challenge():
begin

f ←$ P≤b;
if c = 1 then

f ← f − ( f modG);
return f ;

end

proc. Finalize(c′):
begin

return (c = c′);
end

Fig. 3.GameIMP,GBGen(∙),d,b,m.

Clearly any adversary which can solve theIR problem can also solve theIM problem.
However, if the search space of reminders modulo〈G〉 is sufficiently small, i.e., when
qdimFq(P/〈G〉) = poly(λ ), and under similar assumptions as for Lemma 4, one can also
perform the converse reduction. That is, one can solve theIR problem using an oracle
for the IM problem. Lemma 5 below proves this equivalence for the special case of
GBGendense(∙). Once again, this is sufficient in our context. As before, for Lemma 5 to
be meaningful we require that theIM adversary returns the correct answer withover-
whelmingprobability.

Informally, the construction of anIR adversary from anIM adversary proceeds as
follows. Let f̃ be the challenge polynomial. The attacker simply exhaustively searches
all elements of theFq vector spaceP/〈G〉 until the right remainderr is found. This



occurs if f − r ∈ 〈G〉 and can be then detected using anIM adversary. However, there is
a technical difficulty here. In general, the attacker does not necessarily know the support
(or the basis) ofP/〈G〉 and hence cannot know how to constructr. However, in our case
we assume thatGBGen(∙) = GBGendense(∙) and this difficulty does not arise. Indeed,
a basis ofP/〈G〉 is given by the monomials∏n−1

i=0 xdi
i , for all di ,0≤ di < d. In a more

general setting, we would have to discoverP/〈G〉 as well (cf. proof of Lemma 7).

Lemma 5 (IM Hard ⇔ IR Hard for poly-sized qdimFq(P/〈G〉)). Assume that q(λ )dimFq(P/〈G〉)

is poly(λ ) sized for any P∈ [Pλ ] and G∈ GBGen(1λ ,P,d). Then for any ppt adversary
A against theIM problem, there exists a ppt adversaryB against theIR problem such
that

Adv im
P,GBGendense(∙),d,b,m,A (λ )poly(λ ) ≤ Adv ir

P,GBGendense(∙),d,b,m,B(λ ).

Conversely, for any ppt adversaryB against theIR problem, there exists a ppt adver-
saryA against theIM problem such that

Adv ir
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m,B(λ ) = Adv im

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m,A (λ ).

Proof. The second statement is clearly true sincef ∈I iff f modI = 0.
To prove the former direction, we construct an algorithmB against theIR problem

based on an algorithmA against theIM problem. The procedure is described in Algo-
rithm 4. By assumption we know thatp 6∈ 〈G〉. WhenA returnsc = 1 for f − p we
have thatf − p∈ 〈G〉 with some non-negligible probability. Hence,f = ∑n−1

j=0 hjgj + p
for hj ∈ P which impliesp = f mod〈G〉 with non-negligible probability. If more than
one run ofA returns a candidate, we have a contradiction and simply pick a random
candidate.

To consider resources, note that the outer loop in line 5 is iteratedq#M times where
#M = dimFq(P/〈G〉). By assumption, we have thatq#M = poly(λ ). HenceB runs in
time polynomial inλ . If A makes at mostk queries to itsSampleoracle, since we
reuse samples,B also makesk queries to itsSampleoracle. ut

4.1 Hardness Assumption

It is well-known [11] that the worst-case complexity of Gröbner bases is double ex-
ponential in the number of variables. However, in this work we are concerned with
polynomial systems over finite fields which do not achieve this worst-case complexity.
In particular, we consider zero-dimensional ideals, i.e., those ideals with a finite num-
ber of common roots. In this section, we recall a number of complexity results for these
type of systems.

Lazard [46] showed that computing the Gröbner basis for a system of polynomials
is equivalent to performing Gaussian elimination on the so-called Macaulay matrices
M acaulay

d,m for d,1≤ d≤ D for someD.

Definition 9 (Macaulay Matrix). For a set of m polynomials f0, . . . , fm−1 we define
theMacaulay matrixM acaulay

d,m of degree d as follows: list “horizontally” all the degree



Algorithm 4 : IR adversaryB from IM adversaryA

begin1

B receives(1λ ,P);2

L←∅; F,k←∅,0;3

M← an ordered list of all monomials∏n−1
i=0 xdi

i for eachdi ,0≤ di < d;4

queryChallenge() to get f ;5

for v∈ F#M
q do6

p← ∑vimi for 0≤ i < |M|,mi ∈M;7

k← 0;8

runA (1λ ,P) as follows:9

if A queriesSample() then10

if k = #F then11

querySample() to geth;12

F ← F ∪{h}; k← k+1;13

returnFk;14

if A queriesChallenge() then15

return f − p;16

if A callsFinalize(c) then17

if c = 1 then L← L∪{p};18

p←$ L;19

call Finalize(p);20

end21

d monomials from smallest to largest sorted by some fixed monomial ordering. The
smallest monomial comes last. Multiply each fi by all monomials ti, j of degree d−di

where di = deg( fi). Finally, construct the coefficient matrix for the resulting system:

M acaulay
d,m :=

monomials of degree≤ d
(t0,0, f0)
(t0,1, f0)
(t0,2, f0)

...
(t1,0, f1)

...
(tm−1,0, fm−1)
(tm−1,1, fm−1)

...





































Theorem 3. Let F = { f0, . . . , fm−1} be a set of polynomials in P. There exists a positive
integer D for which Gaussian elimination on allM acaulay

d,m matrices for d,1≤ d ≤ D
computes a Gr̈obner basis of〈F〉.



The F4 algorithm [31] can be seen as another way to use linear algebra without
knowing an a priori bound: it successively constructs and reduces matrices until a
Gröbner basis is found. The same is true for the F5 algorithm when considered in “F4-
style” [5, 1]. Consequently, the complexity is bounded by the degreeD and the number
of polynomials considered at each degree. For F5 [32] and the matrix-F5 variant [35] we
know that under some regularity assumptions all matrices have full rank which implies
that the number of rows in the matrix is bounded by the number of columns. The num-
ber of monomials up to some degreed is bounded by

(n+d
n

)
and thus when considering

some degreed the number of rows and columns of the matrices considered by F5 is
also bounded above by

(n+d
d

)
. Thus, knowing the degree up to which F5 has to compute

provides an upper-bound on the complexity of Gröbner bases. For this, the following
definition [8] is useful.

Definition 10 (Semi-Regular Sequence of DegreeD). Let f0, . . . , fm−1⊂ P be homo-
geneous polynomials of degrees d0, . . . ,dm−1 respectively. We call this system asemi-
regular sequence of degreeD if:

1. 〈 f0, . . . , fm−1〉 6= F[x0, . . . ,xn−1].
2. For all 0≤ i < m and g∈ F[x0, . . . ,xn−1]:

deg(g∙ fi) < D andg∙ fi ∈ 〈 f0, . . . , fi−1〉 ⇒ g∈ 〈 f0, . . . , fi−1〉.

We call D the degree of semi-regularity of the system.

Definition 11 (Semi-regular Sequence [8, 9, 7]).Let f0, . . . , fm−1 ⊂ P be a system of
homogeneous polynomials of degree b. We call this system asemi-regular sequenceif
the degree of semi-regularity of the system is given by the index of the first non-positive
coefficient of:

∑
k≥0

ckz
k =

(1−zb)m

(1−z)n .

This notion can be extended to affine polynomials by considering their homogeneous
components of highest degree. It is conjectured that random systems are semi-regular
with overwhelming probability. For semi-regular sequences, we have the following
complexity result for F5 [8, 9, 7].

Theorem 4. Assuming that F is a semi-regular sequence, the complexity of the cur-
rently best known algorithms (i.e.,F5) to solve theGB problem is given by

O

((
n+D

D

)ω)

where2≤ ω < 3 is the linear algebra constant, and D the degree of semi-regularity of
the system.

Concrete (asymptotic) bounds for the degree of semi-regularity for semi-regular se-
quences of degree 2 can be found in [8]. These bounds for the degree of regularity lead
to the following complexity estimates for Gröbner basis computations.



Corollary 2. Let c≥ 0. Then for m(λ ) = c ∙n(λ ) or m(λ ) = c ∙n(λ )2 quadratic poly-
nomials in some idealI ⊂ Fq[x0, . . . ,xn−1], the Gr̈obner basis ofI can be computed
in exponential or polynomial time in n(λ ) respectively.

This leads us to the following hardness assumption of theGB/IR/IM problems.

Definition 12 (GB/IR/IM Assumption). Let P be such that n(λ ) = Ω(λ ). Assume
b−d > 0, b> 1, and that m(λ ) = c ∙n(λ ) for a constant c≥ 1. Then the advantage of
any ppt algorithm in solving theGB/IR/IM problem is negligible as function ofλ .

5 Symmetric Polly Cracker: Noise-Free Version

5.1 Homomorphic Symmetric Encryption

SYNTAX . A homomorphic symmetric-key encryption scheme(HSKE) is specified by
four ppt algorithms as follows.

1. Gen(1λ ). This is the key generation algorithm, and is run by the receiver. On input a
security parameter, it outputs a (secret) keySK and a public keyPK. This algorithm
also outputs the descriptions of a pair of compatible spacesFunSp andMsgSp.

2. Enc(m,SK). This is the encryption algorithm, and is run by the sender. On input a
messagem, and a keySK, it returns a ciphertextc.

3. Eval(c0, . . . ,ct−1,C,PK). This is the evaluation algorithm, and is run by an evalua-
tor. On inputt ciphertextsc0, . . . ,ct−1, a circuitC, and the public key, it outputs a
ciphertextcevl.

4. Dec(cevl,SK). This is the deterministic decryption algorithm, and is run by the re-
ceiver. On input an (evaluated) ciphertextcevl, a keySK, it returns either a message
m or a special failure symbol⊥.

CORRECTNESS. An HSKE scheme is correct if for anyλ ∈N, any(SK,PK)∈ [Gen(1λ )],
any t messagesmi ∈MsgSp(PK), anyc ∈ [Enc(m,SK)], any circuitC ∈ FunSp(PK),
and anyt ciphertextsci ∈ [Enc(mi ,PK)], and any evaluated ciphertextcevl ∈ [Eval(c0, . . . ,ct−1,C,PK)],
we have thatDec(cevl,SK) = C(m0, . . . ,mt−1). We do not necessarily require correct-
ness over freshly created ciphertexts.

COMPACTNESS. A homomorphic encryption scheme is compact if there exists a fixed
polynomial bound B(∙) so that for any key-pair(SK,PK) ∈ [Gen(1λ )], any circuitC ∈
FunSp(PK), any set oft messagesmi ∈MsgSp(PK), any ciphertextci ∈ [Enc(mi ,SK)],
and any evaluated ciphertextcevl ∈ [Eval(c0, . . . ,ct−1,C,PK)], the size ofcevl is at most
B(λ + |C(m0, . . . ,mt−1)|) (independently of the size ofC).

The syntax of a homomorphic public-key encryption is similar to that of the an
HSKE scheme, except that the encryption algorithm takes the public key as an input.



5.2 The Scheme

In this section we formally define the (noise-free) symmetric Polly Cracker encryp-
tion scheme. We present a family of schemes parameterised not only by the underlying
computational polynomial ring schemeP, but also by a Gr̈obner basis generation al-
gorithm, which itself depends on a degree boundd, and a second degree boundb. Our
parameterised scheme, which we write asS PC P,GBGen(∙),d,b, is presented in Figure 4.
The message space isP/I .

GenP,GBGen(∙),d,b(1λ ):

begin
P←$ Pλ ;
G←$ GBGen(1λ ,P,d);
SK← (G,P,b);
PK← (P,b);
return (SK,PK);

end

Enc(m,SK):
begin

f ←$ P≤b;
f ′ ← f modG;
f ← f − f ′;
c←m+ f ;
return c;

end

Dec(c,SK):
begin

m← c modG;
return m;

end

Eval(c0, . . . ,ct−1,C,PK):
begin

apply theAdd andMult
gates ofC overP;

return the result;
end

Fig. 4.The (noise-free) Symmetric Polly Cracker schemeS PC P,GBGen(∙),d,b.

CORRECTNESS OFEVALUATION . Consider the two ciphertextsc0 = ∑h0, j gj +m0 and
c1 = ∑h1, j gj + m1. Addition and multiplication of the two ciphertextsc0,c1 are given
by

c0 +c1 = ∑h0, j gj +m0 +∑h1, j gj +m1

= ∑(h0, j +h1, j)gj +m0 +m1

c0 ∙c1 = (∑h0, j gj +m0) ∙ (∑h1, j gj +m1)

= (∑h0, j gj) ∙ (∑h1, j gj)+∑h0, j gj ∙m1 +∑h1, j gj ∙m0 + m0m1

= ∑ h̃jgj +m0m1, for someh̃i ,

from which the homomorphic features follow. Correctness of addition and multiplica-
tion for arbitrary numbers of operands follow from the associative laws of addition and
multiplication inP.

COMPACTNESS. This scheme is not compact for general circuits. Additions are free
and do not increase the size of the ciphertext, whereas multiplications square the size
of the ciphertext.

REMARKS. If d = 1 andq(λ ) = poly(λ ) we have to setn(λ ) = Ω(λ ) to rule out ex-
haustive search for the Gröbner basis{x0−b0, . . . ,xn−1−bn−1} wherebi ∈ Fq. Mes-
sage expansion isnb with b≥ 1. That is, encrypting a single bit results in a ciphertext of
length

(n+b
b

)
= O

(
nb
)

bits. The complexity of both encryption and decryption for fresh
ciphertexts areO

(
nb
)

ring operations.



5.3 Security

As we will show shortly, the above scheme only achieves a weak version of chosen-
plaintext security, which allows access to a limited number of ciphertexts, as defined
next.

Definition 13 (m-time IND-BCPA Security).The m-timeIND-BCPA security of a (ho-
momorphic) symmetric-key encryption schemeS K E is defined by requiring that the
advantage of any ppt adversaryA given by

Adv ind-bcpa
m,S K E ,A (λ ) := 2∙Pr

[
IND-BCPAA

m,S K E (λ )⇒ T
]
−1

is negligible as a function of the security parameterλ . The gameIND-BCPAm,S K E is
shown in Figure 5. The difference with the usualIND-CPA security is that the adversary
can query its encryption and left-or-right oracles at most m(λ ) times.

Initialize (1λ ):
begin
(SK,PK)←$ Gen(1λ );
c←$ {0,1};
i← 0;
return PK;

end

Encrypt(m):
begin

i← i +1;
if i ≥m(λ ) then
return ⊥;

c←$ Enc(m,SK);
return c;

end

Left-Right (m0,m1):
begin
c←$ Enc(mc,SK);
return c;

end

Finalize(c′):
begin

return (c = c′);
end

Fig. 5.GameIND-BCPAm,S K E . An adversary is legitimate if it calls oracleLeft -Right exactly
once on two message of equal lengths.

The security guarantees of this scheme are as follows.

Theorem 5. Let A be a ppt adversary against the m-timeIND-BCPA security of the
scheme described in Figure 4. Then there exists a ppt adversaryB against theIM
problem such that for allλ ∈ N we have2

Adv ind-bcpa
m,S PC ,A (λ ) = 2∙Adv im

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m,B(λ ).

Conversely, letA be a ppt adversary against theIM problem. Then there exists a
ppt adversaryB against the m-timeIND-BCPA security of the scheme described in
Figure 4 such that for allλ ∈ N we have

Adv im
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,m,A (λ ) = Adv ind-bcpa

m,S PC ,B(λ ).

Proof. The second part of the lemma is clear: theSampleoracle is easily simulated by
asking for encryptions of 0. TheChallengeoracle is answered by queryingLeft -Right
on (0, r) wherer is a uniformly chosen element of the quotient. Now deciding ideal
membership directly leads to a distinguishing attack.

For the first part, we construct an algorithmB attacking the scheme based on an
algorithmA attacking theIM problem as follows.

2 We sometimes omit the subscript from schemes to ease notation. For example we have written
S PC for S PC P,GBGen(∙),d,b.



Algorithm 5 : IM adversaryB from IND-BCPA adversaryA

begin1

B receives(1λ ,P);2

runA (1λ ,P) as follows;3

if A queriesEncrypt(m) then4

querySample() to get f ; return f +m;5

if A queriesLeft -Right(m0,m1) then6

queryChallenge() to get f ; c←$ {0,1}; return f +mc;7

if A callsFinalize(b′) then8

call Finalize(b = b′);9

end10

Now if the sample returned from theChallengeoracle toB is uniform inP≤b, then
the probability thatc = c′ is 1/2. On the other hand, if the sample is an element of the
ideal then adversaryA is run in an environment which is identical to theIND-BCPA
game. Hence in this case the probability thatc = c′ is equal to the probability thatA
wins theIND-CPA game. The theorem follows. ut

As a corollary, observer that whenm(λ ) = O
(
λ b
)

one can use Corollary 2 to con-
struct an adversary which breaks theIND-BCPAm,S K E security ofS PC in polyno-
mial time. Thus we can only hope to achieve security in the bounded model for this
scheme. In the remainder of the paper we show how to overcome this security limita-
tion.

6 Symmetric-to-Asymmetric Conversion

Given the security limitation of the symmetric Polly Cracker scheme, our goal for the
rest of the paper will be to convert the scheme to a scheme which is not only fully
IND-CPA secure but also is (at least) additively homomorphic. Once we achieve this,
then it is possible to construct a public-key scheme using the homomorphic features of
the symmetric scheme by applying various generic conversions. In the literature there
are two prominent such conversions:

(A) Publish many encryptions of zeroF0 as part of the public key. To encryptm∈ {0,1}
computec = ∑ fi∈S fi +m whereS is a sparse subset ofF0 [57].

(B) Publish two setsF0 and F1 of encryptions of zero and one as part of the public
key. To encryptm∈ {0,1} computec = ∑ fi∈S0

fi +∑ f j∈S1
f j , with S0 andS1 being

sparse subsets ofF0 andF1 respectively such that the parity of|S1| is m. Decryption
checks whetherDec(c,SK) is even or odd [53].

The security of the above transformations rests upon the (computational) indistinguisha-
bility of asymmetric ciphertexts from those produced directly using the symmetric en-
cryption algorithm.



As noted above, sinceS PC is not IND-CPA secure the above transformations
cannot be used.3 However, one could envisage a larger class of transformations which
might lead to a fully secure additively homomorphic SKE (or equivalently an additively
homomorphic PKE) scheme. In this section we rule out a large class of such transfor-
mations. To this end, we consider PKE schemes which lie within the following design
methodology.

1. The secret key is the Gröbner basisG of a zero-dimensional idealI ⊂ P. The
decryption algorithm computesc modI = c modG (perhaps together with some
post-processing such as a mod 2 operation). Thus, the message space is (essentially)
P/I . We assume thatP/I is known.4

2. The public key consists of elementsfi ∈ P. We assume that the remainder of these
elements modulo the idealI , i.e.,ri := fi modI , are known.

3. A ciphertext is computed using ring operations. In other words, it can be expressed
as f = ∑N−1

i=0 hi fi + r. Here fi are as in the public key,hi are some polynomials
(possibility depending onfi), andr is an encoding inP/I of the message.

4. The construction of the ciphertext does not encode knowledge ofI beyond fi .
That is, we have

(
N−1

∑
i=0

hi fi + r

)

modI =
N−1

∑
i=0

hiri + r.

Hence we have that
(
∑N−1

i=0 hiri + r
)
∈ P/I as an element ofP.

5. The security of the scheme relies on the fact that elementsf produced at step (3)
are computationally indistinguishable from random elements inP≤b.

Condition 4 imposes some real restrictions on the set of allowed transformation, but
strikes a reasonable balance between allowing a general statement without ruling out too
large a class of conversions. It requires that theri andr do not encode any information
about the secret key. We currently require this restriction on the “expressive power”
of ri andr so as to make a general impossibility statement. Ifri andr produce a non-
zero element inI using some arbitrary algorithmA , we are unable to prove anything
about the transformation. Furthermore, it is plausible that for any givenA a similar
impossibility result can be obtained if the remaining conditions hold (although we are
unable to prove this at present).

Note that the two transformations listed above are special linear cases of thismethod-
ology. For transformation (A) we have thatfi ∈I (henceri = 0),hi ∈ {0,1} andr = m.
For transformation (B) we haveri = 0 if fi ∈ F0, ri = 1 if fi ∈ F1, hi ∈ {0,1}, andr = 0.

To show that any conversion of the above form cannot lead to anIND-CPA secure
public-key scheme, we will use the following theorem from commutative algebra which
was already used in [10] to discourage the use of Gröbner bases in the construction of
public-key encryption schemes.

3 As stated above, when applied to aspecificscheme, the transformations might still result in
secure schemes. However, it can be shown that the security of the transformed schemes are
equivalentto that of the underlying scheme.

4 For instance ifd = 1 thenP/I = Fq, or if GBGendense(∙) is used then a basis forP/I as a

vector space are the∏(xdi
i ) for 0≤ di < d.



Theorem 6 ([28]). Let I = 〈 f0, . . . , fm−1〉 be an ideal in the polynomial ring P=
F[x0, . . . ,xn−1], h be such thatdeg(h)≤ D, and let h− (h modI ) = ∑m−1

i=0 hi fi , where
hi ∈ P and deg(hi fi) ≤ D. Let G be the output of some Gröbner basis computation
algorithm up to degree D (i.e., all computations with degree greater than D are ignored
and dropped). Then hmodI can be computed by polynomial reduction of h via G.

The main result of this section is a consequence of the above theorem. It essentially
states that uniformly sampling elements of the ideal up to some degree is equivalent to
compute a Gr̈obner basis for the ideal. Note that in itself Theorem 6 does not provide
this result, since there is no assumption about the “quality” ofh. Hence, to prove this
result we first show that the above methodology implies sampling as in Theorem 6 but
with uniformly random output. Theorem 6 then allows us to compute normal forms
which (because of the randomness ofh) allows the computation of a Gröbner basis by
Lemma 4. Note that although we arrive at the same impossibility result using Corol-
lary 2, the approach taken below better highlights the structure of the underlying prob-
lem.

Theorem 7. Let G= {g0, . . . ,gs−1} be the reduced Gröbner basis of the zero-dim-
ensional idealI in the polynomial ring P= F[x0, . . . ,xn−1] where eachdeg(gi) ≤ d.
Assume that P/I is known. Furthermore, let F= { f0, . . . , fN−1} be a set of poly-
nomials with known ri := fi modI . Let A be a ppt algorithm which given F pro-
duces elements f= ∑hi fi + r with deg( f ) ≤ b, hi ∈ P, b≤ B, deg(hi fi) ≤ B, and( f
modI ) = ∑hiri + r. Suppose further that the outputs ofA are computationally in-
distinguishable from random elements in P≤b. Then there exists an algorithm which
computes a Gr̈obner basis forI from F inO

(
n3B
)

field operations.

Proof. Writing f̃i = fi− ri andh= ∑N−1
i=0 hi fi + r, we geth= ∑N−1

i=0 hi f̃i + r̃ for some ˜r ∈
P/I . Henceh satisfies the condition of Theorem 6, and we can compute the remainder
of all elements of degreeb produced byA by computing a Gr̈obner basis up to degree
B. From Theorem 4 we know that this costsO

(
nωB
)

field operations whereω < 3 is
the linear algebra constant.

We now have an algorithm which returns the remainder for arbitrary elements of
P≤b with probability 1. This follows sinceh is computationally indistinguishable from
random elements inP≤b. More explicitly, we can generate the system parameters, in-
cluding the Gr̈obner basis, and provide the algorithm which either an output ofA or
a random element. We can check for the correctness of the answer using the basis.
Any non-negligible difference in algorithm’s success rate translates to a break of the
indistinguishability of the outputs ofA .

Now Lemma 4 shows thatIR computation is equivalent to compute a Gröbner ba-
sis by making at most

(n+b
b

)
= O

(
nb
)

queries to theIR oracle. (Note that the above
IR oracle has an overwhelming success probability.) Each such query costs at most
(n+b

b

)2
= O

(
n2b
)

field operations. Therefore the overall cost of the second step is
O
(
n3b
)
.5 Hence the overall complexity isO

(
nωB
)

for the first step andO
(
n3b
)

for

5 In fact, this last step is unnecessary, since it can be shown that the output of the Gröbner basis
computation up to degreeB isa Gr̈obner basis forI .



the second step withb≤ B andω < 3 from which an overall complexity ofO
(
n3B
)

follows. ut

REMARK. Although the above impossibility result is presented for public-key encryp-
tion schemes, due to the equivalence result of [53], it also rules out the existence of
additively homomorphic symmetric Polly Cracker-style schemes with fullIND-CPA
security.

Therefore, if for some degreeb≥ d computationally uniform elements ofP≤b can
be produced using the public keyf0, . . . , fN−1, there is an attacker which recovers the
secret keyg0, . . . ,gs−1 in essentially the same complexity. Hence, while conceptually
simple and provably secure up to some bound, our symmetric Polly Cracker scheme
S PC P,GBGen(∙),d,b does not provide a valid building block for constructing a fully-
homomorphic public-key encryption scheme.

Our goal in the rest of the paper is to achieve fullIND-CPA security for a symmetric
Polly Cracker-type scheme. To this end, we introduce noisy variants ofGB, IR andIM
in the next section. These variants ensure that the conditions of Theorem 7 do not hold
any more. In particular, the condition thatri := fi modI are known will be no longer
valid.

7 Gröbner Bases with Noise

In this section, we introduce noisy variants of the problems presented in Section 4. The
goal is to lift the restriction on the number of samples that the adversary can obtain,
and following a similar design methodology to Polly Cracker, construct anIND-CPA-
secure scheme. Put differently, we consider problems that naturally arise if we consider
noisy encoding of messages inS PC . Similarly to [57, 52] we expect a problem which
is efficiently solvable in the noise-free setting to be hard in the noisy setting. We will
justify this assumption in Section 7.1 by arguing that our construction can be seen as a
generalisation of [57, 52].

The games below will be parameterised by a noise distribution. The discrete Gaus-
sian distribution is of particular interest to us.

Definition 14 (Discrete Gaussian Distribution).Let α > 0 be a real number and q∈
N. The discrete Gaussian distributionχα,q, is a Gaussian distribution rounded to the
nearest integer and reduced modulo q with mean zero and standard deviationαq.

As an example note that ifq = 2 thenχα,2 is a Bernoulli distribution with just one
parameter 0≤ p≤ 1, the probability that 1 is returned.

We now define a noisy variant of the Gröbner basis problem. The task here is still
to compute a Gr̈obner basis for some idealI . However, we are now only given access
to a noisy sample oracle which provides polynomials which are not necessarily inI
but rather are “close” approximations to elements ofI . Here the term “close” is made
precise using a noise distributionχ onP/I .

Definition 15 (Gröbner Basis with Noise (GBN) Problem). The Gr̈obner basis with
noise problem is defined through the gameGBNP,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ as shown in Figure 6.



The advantage of a ppt algorithmA in solving theGBN problem is

Advgbn
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ,A (λ ) := Pr

[
GBNA

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ(λ )⇒ T
]
.

Initialize (1λ ,P,d):
begin

P←$ Pλ ;
G←$ GBGen(1λ ,P,d);
return (1λ ,P);

end

Sample():
begin

f ←$ P≤b;
e←$ χ ;
f ← f − ( f modG)+e;
return f ;

end

Finalize(G′):
begin

return (G = G′);
end

Fig. 6.GameGBNP,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ .

The essential difference between the noisy and noise-free versions of theGB problem
is that by adding noise we have eliminated the restriction on the adversary to call the
Sampleoracle a bounded number of times. Stated differently, ifχ is the delta distribu-
tion, theGBN problem degenerates to theGB problem with an unbounded number of
samples. Hence, in this case theGBN problem is easy. On the other hand ifχ is uni-
form, theGBN problem is information-theoretically hard. Thus, the choice ofχ greatly
influences the hardness of theGBN problem.

REMARK. Whend = 1 theGBN problem is closely related to theMax-MQ problem,
the problem of finding an assignment formpolynomialsf0, . . . , fm−1 in Fq[x0, . . . ,xn−1]
such that the majority of them evaluate to zero. In [42] it was shown that if allfi are
square-free it is NP-hard to approximate this problem to within a factor ofq− ε for ε
a small positive number. Latter [59] proves that the minimal approximation ratio that
can be achieved in polynomial time forMax-MQ is q. The most significant difference
between theGBN problem ford = 1 andMax-MQ is that the latter treats polynomials
either as correct or incorrect, and no notion of “smallness” of noise exists. It follows
from the properties of the Gaussian distribution that aMax-MQ oracle solves theGBN
problem ford = 1.

As in the noise-free setting, we can ask various questions about the idealI spanned
by G. One such example is solving the ideal remainder problem with access to noisy
samples fromI .

Definition 16 (Ideal Remainder with Noise (IRN) Problem). The ideal remainder
with noise problem is defined through the gameIRNP,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ as shown in Fig-
ure 7. The advantage of a ppt algorithmA in solving theIRN problem is

Adv irn
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ ,A (λ ) := Pr

[
IRNA

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ(λ )⇒ T
]
−1/q(λ )dimF(P/〈G〉).

In fact, the above two problems are equivalent as shown in the lemma below. Compared
to the noise-free version, we no longer need theIM adversary to be overwhelmingly
successful, as there are no restrictions on the number of calls that can be made to the
Sampleprocedure.

Lemma 6 (IRN Hard ⇔ GBN Hard). For any ppt adversaryA against theIRN prob-
lem, there exists a ppt adversaryB against theGBN problem such that

Adv irn
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ ,A (λ )≤ Advgbn

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ,B(λ ).



Initialize (1λ ,P,d):
begin

P←$ Pλ ;
G←$ GBGen(1λ ,P,d);
return (1λ ,P);

end

Sample():
begin

f ←$ P≤b;
e←$ χ;
f ← f − ( f modG)+e;
return f ;

end

Challenge():
begin

f ←$ P≤b;
return f ;

end

Finalize(r ′):
begin

r” = f modG;
return r ′ = r”;

end

Fig. 7.GameIRNP,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ .

Conversely, for any ppt adversaryB against theGBN problem, there exists a ppt ad-
versaryA against theIRN problem such that

Advgbn
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ ,B(λ ) = Adv irn

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ,A (λ ).

Proof. To prove the first statement, we construct a procedureB against theGBN prob-
lem based on an algorithmA against theIRN as described in in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 : GBN adversaryB from IRN adversaryA

begin1

B receives(1λ ,P);2

G←∅;3

for 0≤ d≤ b do4

Md← all monomials of degreed sorted ascendingly;5

for m∈Md do6

if 6 ∃ g∈G s.t. LM (g) |m then7

for 0≤ j < poly(λ )/ε do8

querySample() to get f ;9

runA (1λ ,P) as follows:10

if A queriesSample() then11

querySample() to get f̃ ;12

return f̃13

if A queriesChallenge() then14

return f +m;15

if A callsFinalize(r ′) then16

setr j ← r ′;17

r ← majority vote onr j ;18

if r 6= m then G←G∪{m− r};19

call Finalize(G);20

end21

Algorithm 6 is correct: Ifr = ( f +m) modI we have thatr = m+ f −∑higi for
somehi ∈ P and thus we havem− r =−∑higi− f is an element of the ideal. Since we
assume thatb≥ d we know that at some point we querym= LM (g) for all g∈G and



thus construct elements(LM (g)− r) ∈I with r < LM (g) which is sufficient to ensure
G is a Gr̈obner basis.

Algorithm 6 is polynomial time: The outer loop in line 4 is repeated at most
(n+b

b

)
=

O
(
nb
)

times as there are only
(n+b

b

)
monomials up to degreeb. If k is an upper bound

on the number of queries toSamplethatA makes,B makes at mostnb ∙poly(λ )/ε ∙k
queries to itsSampleoracle, which is polynomial inλ if ε is not exponentially small.

To prove the second statement, we construct algorithmA against theIRN problem
based on algorithmB againstGBN in Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7 : IRN adversaryA from GBN adversaryB

begin1

A receives(1λ ,P);2

runB(1λ ,P) as follows:3

if B queriesSample() then4

querySample() to get f ;5

return f ;6

if B callsChallenge() then7

queryChallenge() to get f̃ ;8

return f̃9

if B callsFinalize(G) then10

r ← f̃ modG;11

call Finalize(r);12

end13

Algorithm 7 is correct. This follows immediately from the property of a Gröbner
basisG to allow to compute the unique remainder of anyf module the ideal〈G〉.

Algorithm 7 runs in polynomial time. It also makes exactly as many queries to
its Sampleoracle asB does to its ownSampleoracle. Furthermore, the operationf
modG′ is polynomial time in the size off . ut

Similarly to the noise-free setting, the ideal membership with noise (IMN) problem
is the decisional variant of theIRN (and hence theGBN) problem. However, in the noisy
setting we have the choice between a noisy and noise-free challenge polynomial. In the
definition below noisy challenges are provided and the adversary wins the game if he
can distinguish whether an element was sampled uniformly fromP≤b or fromI + χ .

Definition 17 (Ideal Membership with Noise (IMN) Problem). The ideal member-
ship with noise problem is defined throughIMNP,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ as shown in Figure 8.
The advantage of a ppt algorithmA in solving theIMN problem is defined by

Adv imn
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ,A (λ ) := 2∙Pr

[
IMNA

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ(λ )⇒ T
]
−1.



Initialize (1λ ,P,d):
begin

P←$ Pλ ;
G←$ GBGen(1λ ,P,d);
c←$ {0,1};
return (1λ ,P);

end

Sample():
begin

f ←$ P≤b;
e←$ χ;
f ′ ← f modG;
f ← f − f ′+e;
return f ;

end

Challenge():
begin

f ←$ P≤b;
if c = 1 then
e←$ χ ;
f ′ ← f modG;
f ← f − f ′+e;

return f ;
end

Finalize(c′):
begin

return (c′ = c);
end

Fig. 8.GameIMNP,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ .
Our definition of theIMN problem can be seen as an instantiation of Gentry’s ideal coset
problem [37] since both problems require distinguishing uniformly chosen elements in
P≤b from those inI + χ. Our problem, however, assumes noisy samples since it is
clear from Section 4 that otherwise the problem is easy.

Again, we would like to have a decision-to-search reduction, that is, we would like
to have an equivalence between theIRN and IMN problems. This equivalence holds
when the search space of remainders is polynomial inλ , namely when

q(λ )dimFq(P(λ )/GBGen(∙)) = poly(λ ).

The intuition behind this reduction is that the adversary can exhaustively search the quo-
tient ring and use theIMN oracle to verify his guess. Once again, a technical difficulty
arises as the adversary does not know the search spaceP/I and thus has to discover it
during the attack. Again, theIMN adversary provides an oracle to accomplish this. This
is formalised in the lemma below.

Lemma 7 (IMN Hard ⇔ IRN Hard for poly-sized qdimFq(P/〈G〉)). Assume that q(λ )dimFq(P/〈G〉)

is poly(λ ) sized for any P∈ [Pλ ] and G∈ GBGen(1λ ,P,d). Then for any ppt adversary
A against theIMN problem, there exists a ppt adversaryB against theIRN problem
such that

Adv imn
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ ,A (λ )≤ Adv irn

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ,B(λ ).

Conversely, for any ppt adversaryB against theIRN problem, there exists a ppt adver-
saryA against theIMN problem s.t.

Adv irn
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ ,B(λ ) = Adv imn

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ,A (λ ),

if χ is efficiently distinguishable from the uniform distribution on P/I .

Proof. The second claim holds as the adversary simply computesr = f modI and
decides whetherr is more likely to be fromχ or from the uniform distribution inP/I .
To proof the first part of the theorem we construct an adversaryB againstIRN from
adversaryA againstIMN in Algorithm 8. For the sake of compactness we omitted am-
plification in Algorithm 8. However, it is easy to see that we can amplify our confidence
in the outputs ofA (called in lines 15 and 26) by repeated calls toA . We emphasise
that this was not possible in the noise-free setting because of the limited number of
samples allowed. Hence, in the noisy setting we can remove the poly(λ ) exponent from
advantage terms.

Algorithm 8 is correct. Iff − r ∈I we havef − r = ∑i higi for somehi ∈P. Hence,
we havef = ∑i higi +r. Furthermore, we have thatr is minimal among all elements with



f − r ∈I (cf. lines 4, 11 and 23). Finally, both calls toA (in lines 15 and 26) can be
repeated to amplify the confidence in the result.

Algorithm 8 runs in polynomial time. By assumption

q(λ )dimFq(P(λ )/GBGen(∙)) = q(λ )|M| is polynomial inλ .

Furthermore, line 10 can only be executed logarithmically many times inλ . Also, Al-
gorithm 8 will execute line 22 at most|G| = poly(λ ) times, once for each LM(g) for
g∈G. Hence the outer loop in line 7 is executed at mostq|M| ∙ log(λ ) ∙poly(λ ) times. If
k is an upper bound on the number of calls thatA makes to itsSampleoracle,B will
make at most 2∙poly(λ )/ε ∙q|M| ∙ log(λ ) ∙poly(λ ) ∙k calls to itsSampleoracle. ut

HenceGBN is equivalent toIRN and IRN is equivalent toIMN under some addi-
tional assumptions about the sizeP/I . Finally, for d = 1 (but arbitrarilyb) we show
that if we can solve theGBN problem on average, then we can also solve it for worst-
case instances. This is turn increases our confidence in hardness of theGBN problem.

Lemma 8 (Average-case to Worst-case).LetA be a ppt adversary againstGBNP,GBGen(∙),1,b,χ .
Then there exists a ppt adversaryB which solves the Gröbner basis with Noise problem
GBNP,G,1,b,χ onall instances G. That is, the basis is no longer sampled at random, but
is fixed to be a specific value G. More precisely:

Advgbn
P,GBGen(∙),1,b,χ,A (λ ) = Advgbn

P,G,1,b,χ,B(λ ).

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of [52, Lemma 3.2]. The difference is that we
apply the transformationLt : P→Pdefined byLt( f ) := f (t) for anyt :=(∑a0,ixi , . . . ,∑an−1,ixi)
with randomly chosenai, j ∈ Fq, such that the matrixA = ai, j has full rank. That is, we
perform a random change of variables and hence re-randomise the secretG. BecauseA
has full rank, this transformation is invertible and we can recover the original solution
from the transformed secret by applyingt̃ := (∑ ã0,ixi , . . . ,∑ ãn−1,ixi) with ãi, j = A−1.

ut

REMARK. The above proof strategy does not seem to extend tod > 1. This is because
there are approximatelyqndn

secret keys compared to only∏n−1
i=0 (qn−qi) < qn2

invert-
ible mapsLt . In other words, the mapsLt do not provide sufficient re-randomisation.

7.1 Hardness Assumptions and Justifications

In this subsection we investigate the hardness of theGBN, IRN, andIMN problems. We
first consider theGBN problem and relate it to the well-establishedLWE problem [52].
Then, we discuss the relation between theGBN problem and various approximate GCD
problems [57]. Third, we discuss the special caseq = 2 by relating theGBN problem
to the well-knownMax-SAT problem. Finally, we consider known attacks against the
GBN problem. We start by recalling theLWE problem.



Definition 18 (Learning with Errors ( LWE) Problem). The Learning with Errors
problem is defined though gameLWEn,q,χ shown in Figure 9. The advantage of a ppt
algorithmA in solvingLWE is

Adv lwe
n,q,χ,A (λ ) := Pr

[
LWEA

n,q,χ(λ )⇒ T
]
.

Initialize (1λ ):
begin

n← n(λ );
s←$ Zn

q;
return (1λ ,n);

end

Sample():
begin

a←$ Zn
q;

e←$ χ;
b← e+∑i aisi ; // < a,s > +e
return (a,b);

end

Finalize(s′):
begin

return s= s′;
end

Fig. 9.GameLWEn,q,χ .

From the definition ofLWE it is easy to see thatGBN can be considered as a non-linear
generalisation ofLWE if q is a prime. In other words, we have equivalence between
these problems if we considerb = d = 1 in GBN. This is formalised in the next lemma.

Lemma 9 (LWE Hard ⇒ GBN Hard for d = 1,b= 1). Let q be a prime number. Then
for any ppt adversaryA against theGBN problem6 with b= d = 1, there exists a ppt
adversaryB against theLWE problem such that

Advgbn
P,GBGen(∙),1,1,χ ,A (λ ) = Adv lwe

n,q,χ,B(λ ).

Proof. We construct an adversaryB against theLWE problem based on an adversary
A against theGBN problem ford = 1 andb = 1. Algorithm B initialisesA with P.
WheneverA calls itsSampleoracle,B queries its ownSampleoracle to obtain(a,b)
wherea = (a0, . . . ,an−1). It returns∑aixi − b to A . This is a validGBN sample of
degreeb = 1. TheChallengeoracle is answered similarly. WhenA calls itsFinalize
on G, sinced = 1, we may assume thatG is of the form[x0−s0, . . . ,xn−1−sn−1] with
si ∈ Fq. Algorithm B terminates by calling itsFinalize oracle ons= (s0, . . . ,sn−1).

AdversaryB is successful wheneverA is. Indeed, from∑aixi −b = 0 it follows
that ∑aisi = ε and hence thats satisfies theLWE samples(a,∑aisi + ε). Finally, it is
easy to see thatB runs in polynomial time and uses only polynomial many samples.

ut

In the noise-free setting we assume that solving systems of equations of degree
greater than 1 is harder than solving those of degree 1. More generally, we assume
that equations of degreeb > b′ are harder to solve than those of degreeb′. Intuitively,
equations of degreeb′ can be seen as those of degreeb where the coefficients of higher

6 HereP is a distribution which returnsP = Fq[x0, . . . ,xn−1] with q as in theLWE game and
GBGen(∙) is an algorithm which returns[x0− s0, . . . ,xn−1− sn−1] for somesi ∈ Fq which is
the only choice ford = 1.



degree monomials are set to zero. However, formalising this intuition for an adversary
which expects uniformly distributed equations of degreeb seems futile since producing
such equations is equivalent to solving the system by Theorem 7.

In the noisy setting this equivalence (i.e., Theorem 7) between sampling and solving
no longer holds. However, we still need to deal with the distribution of noise. One
strategy to show that difficulty increases with the degree parameterb is to allow for an
increase of the noise level in the samples. We formalise this below.

Lemma 10 (GBN Hard for 2b ⇒ GBN Hard for b). Let N =
(n+b

b

)
. For any ppt

adversaryA against theGBN problem at degree b with noiseχα,q, there exists a ppt
adversaryB against theGBN problem at degree2b with noiseχ√Nα2q,q such that

Advgbn
P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χα,q,A (λ ) = Advgbn

P,GBGen(∙),d,2b,χ√Nα2q,q,B(λ ).

Proof (Sketch).Let f0 = ∑ j h0, j gj +e0 and f1 = ∑i h1,igi +e1 be samples fromGBNP,GBGen(∙),d,b,χα,q.
We have

f0 ∙ f1 = (∑
j

h0, j gj +e0) ∙ (∑
i

h1,igi +e1)

= (∑
j

h0, j gj) ∙ (∑
i

h1,igi +e1)+e0 ∙ (∑
i

h1,igi)+e0e1

= ∑
j
(∑

i
h1,igi +e1)h0, j gj +e0 ∙ (∑

i
h1,igi)+e0e1

= ∑
j
(∑

i
(h1,ih0, j gi +e1h0, j)gj)+∑

i
e0h1,igi +e0e1

= ∑
j

h̃jgj +e0e1 for someh̃j .

It follows that f0,1 := f0 ∙ f1 is a polynomial of degree 2b whose error terme0e1 follows
a discretised Normal product distribution with mean 0 and standard deviationα2q2.
More generally, letfi, j := fi ∙ f j , with fi , f j samples fromGBNP,GBGen(∙),d,2b,χα ,q, be
a product of polynomials. The elementsfi, j are not random elements of degree 2b in
I . In particular, all fi, j factor into at least two polynomials. Leth be a sample from
GBNP,GBGen(∙),d,2b,χα,q. To “destroy” this algebraic structure we may consider the sum

f̂ =
m−1

∑
i=0

f2i,2i+1 +h for somem∈ N.

The addition ofh – which has a small error term – ensures thatf̂ is indeed an element
of I and not justI 2. In order to estimate the required magnitude ofm to render f̂
indistinguishable from uniform∈ I at degree 2b, we write f j = ∑cikmk for cik ∈ Fq

andmk monomials of degree≤ b. Hence, we can writefi ∙ f j = ∑N−1
k=0 cikmk fi . We now

apply the leftover hash lemma for each value ofk independently. That is, we consider
the affine groupG = FN

q of coefficient vectors of polynomialsmk ∙ fi and apply a vari-

ant of a special case of the leftover hash lemma [43], i.e., that∑`−1
i=0 bigi has statistical

distance bounded from above by
√
|G|/q` =

√
q∙N/q` to the uniform distribution for



bi ∈ [−q/2,q/2) andgi ∈ G. For ` = N this magnitude is exponentially small. Finally,
we note that the parallel applications of the leftover hash lemma are independent be-
cause of the independence ofcik. Hence, f̂ = ∑N−1

i=0 f2i,2i+1 is a indistinguishable from
a random element inI of degree 2b.

Finally, we need to consider the distribution on the noise. By the Central Limit
Theorem∑N−1

i=0 e2i,2i+1 converges to a discretised normal distribution centred at zero and
with standard deviation of

√
Nα2q2. More precisely, the value∑N−1

i=0 |e2i,2i+1| is smaller
than samples fromχ√Nα2q,q with very high probability. Hence, we may add noise from

the appropriate noise distributionχ ′ (i.e., the difference of the two distributions) tôf
such thatf̂ has an error term distributed close toχ√Nα2q,q.

This means that̂f = ∑N−1
i=0 f2i,2i+1 +h+e for e←$ χ ′ is a random-looking sample

for GBNP,GBGen(∙),d,2b,χ√Nα2q,q
. It follows from the definition of ideals that the Gröbner

basis for polynomials∑ f2i,2i+1 + h is the same as that forf2i , f2i+1. From this, it is
easy to see that the adversaryB will return a Gr̈obner basis which is valid for samples
presented toA . ut

On the other hand, if we do not want to tolerate this noise increase, another strategy
would be to consider a “sparse” variant ofGBNP,GBGen(∙),d,b,χα,q whereSamplereturns
samples whose higher-degree terms only involve a subset of log(λ ) variables similar to
[15]. This strategy is pursued in Appendix A.

RELATION TO THE APPROXIMATE GCD PROBLEM. TheGBN problem forn = 1 is
the approximate GCD problem overFq[x]. Contrary to the approximate GCD problem
over the integers (cf. [57]), this problem has not yet received much attention, and hence
it is unclear under which parameters it is hard. However, as mentioned in Section 3, the
notion of a Gr̈obner basis can been extended toZ[x0, . . . ,xn−1], which in turn implies a
version of theGBN problem overZ. This can be seen as a direct generalisation of the
approximate GCD problem inZ.

THE CASE q = 2. Recall that ifb = d = 1 we have an equivalence with theLWE
problem (or the well-known problem of learning parity with noise (LPN) if q = 2).
More generally, ford = 1 we can reduceMax-3SAT instances toGBN instances by
translating each clause individually to a Boolean polynomial. However, inMax-3SAT
the number of samples is bounded and hence this reduction only shows the hardness
of GBN with a bounded number of samples. Still, the Gröbner basis returned by an
arbitrary algorithmA solvingGBN using a bounded number of samples will provide
a solution to theMax-3SAT problem. Vice versa, we may convert aGBN instance for
d = 1 to aMax-SAT instance (more preciselyPartial Max-Sat) by running an ANF to
CNF conversion algorithm [6].

KNOWN ATTACKS. Finally, we consider known attacks to understand the difficulty of
the GBN problem. Recall, that ifb = 1 Lemma 9 states that we can solve theLWE
problem if we can solve theGBN problem. The converse also applies. Indeed, for any
b≥ d andd = 1 the best known attack against theGBN problem is to reduce it to the
LWE problem similarly to the linearisation technique used for solving non-linear sys-
tems of equations in the noise-free setting. LetN =

(n+b
b

)
be the number of monomials

up to degreeb. Let M : P→ FN
q be a function which maps polynomials inP to vec-



tors inFN
q by assigning thei-th component of the image vector the coefficient of the

i-th monomial∈M≤b. Then, in order to reduceGBN with n variables and degreeb to
LWE with N variables, reply to eachLWE Samplequery by calling theGBN Sample
oracle to retrievef , computev = M ( f ) and return(a,b) with a = (vN−1, . . . ,v1) and
b = −v0. When theLWE adversary queriesFinalize on s, query theGBN Finalize
with [x0− s0, . . . ,xn−1− sn−1]. Correctness follows from the correctness of linearisa-
tion in the noise-free setting [4]. Furthermore, theLWE problem inN variables and
with respect to the discrete Gaussian noise distributionχα,q is considered to be hard

if α ≥ 3
2 ∙max

(
1
q,2−2

√
N logqlogd

)
for an appropriate choice ofδ which is the quality

of the approximation for the shortest vector problem. With current lattice algorithms
δ = 1.01 is hard and 1.005 infeasible [49].

Perhaps the most interesting attack onLWE from the perspective of this work is that
due to Arora and Ge [4] which reduces the problem of solving linear systems with noise
to the problem of solving (structured) non-linear noise-free systems. We may apply this
technique directly toGBN, i.e., without going toLWE first, and reduce it toGB with
largeb. However, it seems this approach does not improve the asymptotic complexity
of the attack. Finally, certain conditions to rule out exhaustive search for the noise (and
hence a noise-free system) must be imposed.

We conclude this section by explicitly stating our hardness assumption.

Definition 19 (GBN/IRN/IMN Assumptions).Let b,d∈N with b≥ d≥ 1. LetP be a
polynomial ring distribution andχα,q be the discrete Gaussian distribution. Suppose the
parameters n,α, and q (all being a function ofλ ) satisfy the following set of conditions:

1. n≥ b
√

λ ;
2. (αq)ndn

≈ 2λ so exhaustive search over the noise or the secret key space is ruled
out;

3. αq≥ 8 as suggested in [47]; and

4. For N :=
(n+b

b

)
, and δ := 1.005 we haveα ≥ 3

2 ∙max
{

1
q,2−2

√
N logqlogδ

}
, and

hence the best known attacks against theLWE problem are ruled out [49, 54].

The advantage of any ppt algorithm in solving theGBN, IRN, andIMN problems with
the above parameters is negligible as a function ofλ .

8 Polly Cracker with Noise

In this section we present a fullyIND-CPA secure Polly Cracker-style symmetric en-
cryption scheme. Our parameterised scheme,S PC N P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ , is shown in
Figure 10. Here we represent elements inFq as integers in the interval(−bq

2c,b
q
2c].

This representation convention is also used in the definition of noise. All the com-
putations are performed in the ringP as generated byGen. Furthermore we assume
that gcd(2,q) = 1. This condition is needed for the correctness and the security of our
scheme. The message space isF2 (although we remark that this can be generalised to
other small fields).

CORRECTNESS OFEVALUATION . We restrict our attention tod = 1. This greatly sim-
plifies the discussion of correctness below due to a simpler notion of “size” of the



noise. That is, we define the size of the noise as log2 of the distance to zero over the
integers. Addition and multiplication of the two ciphertextsc0 = ∑h0, j gj + 2e0 + m0

andc1 = ∑h1, j gj +2e1 +m1 are given by

c0 +c1 = ∑h0, j gj +2e0 +m0 +∑h1, j gj +2e1 +m1

= ∑(h0, j +h1, j)gj +2(e0 +e1)+(m0 +m1)

c0 ∙c1 = (∑h0, j gj +2e0 +m0) ∙ (∑h1, j gj +2e1 +m1)

= (∑h0, j gj) ∙ (∑h1, j gj +2e1 +m1)

+ (2e0 +m0) ∙ (∑h1, j gj)

+ (4e0e1 +2e0m1 +2e1m0 +m0m1)

= ∑ h̃jgj +2(2e0e1 +e0m1 +e1m0)+m0m1 for someh̃j

The homomorphic features follow. Correctness of addition and multiplication for arbi-
trary numbers of operands follow from the associative laws of addition and multiplica-
tion in P up to overflows.

GenP,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ (1λ ):

begin
P←$ Pλ ;
G←$ GBGen(1λ ,P,d);
SK← (G,P,b,χ);
PK← (P,b,χ);
return (SK,PK);

end

Enc(m,SK):
begin

f ←$ P=b;
f ′ ← f modG;
f ← f − f ′;
e←$ χ;
c← f +2e+m;
return c;

end

Dec(c,SK):
begin

m′ ← c modG;
m←m′ mod 2;

end

Eval(c0, . . . ,ct−1,C,PK):
begin

applyAdd andMul gates
of C overP;
return the result;

end

Fig. 10.The Symmetric Polly Cracker with Noise schemeS PC N P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ .

PERMITTED CIRCUITS. Circuits composed ofAdd andMul gates can be seen as multi-
variate Boolean polynomials int variables overF2. We can consider the generalisation
of this set of polynomials toFq (i.e., the coefficients are inFq). In order to define the
set of permitted circuits (which will be parameterised byα > 0) we first embed the
Boolean polynomials into the ring of polynomials overZ. For χα,q we have that the
probability of the noise being larger thankαq is < exp(−k2/2). We now say that a
circuit is valid if for any(s0, . . . ,st−1) with si ≤ tαq we have that the outputs are less
thanq for some parametert. This restriction ensures that no overflows occurs when
polynomials are evaluated overFq. Section 10 discusses how to setα andq in order to
allow for evaluation of polynomials of some fixed degreeμ.

COMPACTNESS. Additions do not increase the size of the ciphertext, but they do in-
crease the size of the error by at most one bit. Multiplications square the size of the
ciphertext and the bit-size of the the noise by approximately log(5e0e1) bits. Section 9
contains a discussion on how to trade ciphertext size with noise. The theorem below
states the security properties of the above scheme.



Theorem 8. LetA be a ppt adversary against theIND-CPA security of the scheme in
Figure 10. Then there exists a ppt adversaryB against theIMN problem such that for
all λ ∈ N we have

Adv ind-cpa
S PC N ,A (λ ) = 2∙Adv imn

P,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ,B(λ ).

Proof. We construct an algorithmB against theIMN problem based onA attacking
theIND-CPA security of the scheme in Algorithm 9.

Now if the sample returned from theChallenge oracle toB is uniform in P≤b,
then the probability thatc = c′ is 1/2. On the other hand, if the sample is a noisy
element of the ideal, then adversaryA is run in an environment which is identical to
theIND-CPA game. Note that since gcd(2,q) = 1, multiplications by 2 at lines 6 and 10
do not affect the distribution off . Hence in this case the probability thatc = c′ is equal
to the probability thatA wins theIND-CPA game. The theorem follows. ut

The above theorem together with the recent results in [53] which establish the equiv-
alence of symmetric and asymmetric homomorphic encryption schemes leads to the first
provably secure public-key encryption scheme from assumptions related to Gröbner
bases for random systems. This provides a positive answer to the challenges raised by
Barkee et al. [10] (and later also by Gentry [37]). We note here that the transformation
– as briefly described in Section 6 – only use the additive features of the scheme and
does not require full homomorphicity.

9 Trading Degrees for Noise

The product of two polynomials of degreeb is a polynomial of degree 2b, and hence the
size of the ciphertext squares if two ciphertexts are multiplied together. In this section,
we discuss how to reduce polynomials of degree 2b to polynomials of degreeb by
performing a proxy re-encryption. Proxy re-encryption allows to transform a ciphertext
intended for a partyA to a ciphertext for a partyB with the help of a (unidirectional)
re-encryption keyKA→B.

We discuss how one can achieve the above functionality for our scheme.7 Let P =
Fq[x0, . . . ,xn−1] and suppose thatGA = {g0, . . . ,gn−1} andGB = {h0, . . . ,hn−1} are two
(possibly distinct) Gr̈obner bases for idealsIA ⊂ P and IB ⊂ P. Finally, suppose
P/IA = P/IB. To re-encrypt a ciphertext intended forGA under keyGB we generate
the re-encryption keyGA→B as in Algorithm 10. This key will then be used in Algo-
rithm 11, which is the actual re-encryption algorithm.

The central ideal behind these algorithms is the equivalence between different rep-
resentations of elements inP/I . While for the most part of this work we identify
elements inP/I with elementsf modI , Algorithms 10 and 11 make use of dif-
ferent representations of elements inP/I . For example, ifx+ 1 is an element of a
Gröbner basisGA both f = x andr = −1 represent the same element inP/IA since f

7 Since the construction only uses additions, this feature also applies to theLWE-based encryp-
tion scheme as previously observed inhttp://xagawa.net/pdf/20100120_SCIS_PRE.
pdf



modGA = r, i.e.,x modGA =−1. Hence, if we are interested inP/IA (our messages
live in P/I ) we can usef and r interchangeably. That is, for somef = ∑cimi with
monomialsmi and coefficientsci ∈ Fq, we can compute the first decryption step, i.e.,
m+2e= f modIA, as∑(cimi modIA). Furthermore, sinceP/IA = P/IB, we may
encrypt the encoded messagem+2e for GB by computing

f ′ = ( f modIA)+ f̃ = ∑(cimi modIA)+ f̃ = m+2e+ f̃ for f̃ ∈IB.

Hence, we get thatf ′ modIB = f modIA.
Now, using the keyGA→B we may re-encrypt a ciphertextf underGA to a ciphertext

f ′ underGB using Algorithm 11. All elements inGA→B are of degree at mostb. Hence,
the degree of the output of Algorithm 11 is at mostb. Furthermore, given a polynomial
of degreeb′ = 2b, this algorithm performs at most logq ∙

(n+b′

b′
)

additions of polynomi-
als. If e is the maximal noise in any of the polynomials inGA→B, reducing the degree
from 2b to b adds a noise of at moste2. On top of that, Algorithm 11 will “copy” the
noise fromf , and hence, it does not reduce it: we are trading degree for noise.

To consider security, we first discuss re-encryption under the same key, i.e.,GA =
GB. If b′ = b, the keyGA→A can be constructed publicly given access to encryptions of
zero by requesting a fresh encryption of zerof and storingGA→A[2 j ∙m] = 2 j ∙m+ f .
Since( f modI ) = 2e for some small error terme it holds thatf +2 j ∙m modI =
(2 j ∙m modI )+ 2e. Hence,GA→A is a correct re-encryption key which can be gen-
erated given only access to encryptions zero, i.e., no additional information is leaked.
This implies limited key-dependent message security for our scheme in the standard
model; limited in the sense that only the least significant bit of the constant term of
each Gr̈obner basis element is encrypted.

However, this argument does not go through forb′ > b. While it is easy to construct
elementsf which satisfyf modI ≈ 2 j ∙m modI for m a monomial of degree> b
for anyone with access to encryptions of zero, it is not easy to produce such elements
with degree≤ b and small noise.

Yet, for GA→GB with GA 6= GB security of this re-encryption can be shown under
theIMN assumption. That is, any adversary breaking theIND-CPA security of this game
with access to the re-encryption keyGA→B can be turned into an adversary breaking
against theIMN problem. A full proof for this is presented for the special case ofLWE
in [18] where this technique was independently proposed.

10 Parameters

In this section we give concrete suggestions for various parameters that are involved in
our scheme. These suggestions are based on the currently best known attacks – instead
of theoretical hardness results – in order to stimulate research on the concrete hardness
of our underlying assumptions.

We denote byμ the maximal degree of the Boolean polynomials corresponding to
the circuits that we wish to support, and byλ the security parameter as before.

One restriction on our choice of parameters is imposed by the requirement that de-
cryption error probability on evaluated ciphertexts should be low. Since additions have



a small effect on the noise, we concentrate on the degree of polynomials. This means
that in order to allow for polynomials of degree up toμ and at most a 1% decryption
error probability, we must have Pr[|eμ | ≥ q/2] < 1/100. Hence (cf. Section 8) we need
to ensure that

exp(k2/2) > 100 andk(αq) < 1/2∙ μ√q.

Another set of restrictions comes from the conditions stated in our intractability
assumption in Definition 19. For this, we make the somewhat arbitrary choice ofb = 2
and denote byN =

(n+2
2

)
the number of monomials in a fresh ciphertext. We set the

parameters in a way which keepsq independent ofb and allow for dependency onλ
andμ only. (This is compatible with the definitional framework that we have set up.)
We pick

q≈ λ (2+μ) andα = 1/(λ μ log2(λ )
√

λ )

This allows us to simplify the condition needed to ensure the hardness of theLWE
problem in Definition 19 to:

λ (μ+ 1
2 ) log2(λ )≤

2
3
∙22

√
(n+2

2 )(μ+2) logλ log1.005
.

Based on these inequalities, we give example choice for parameters in Table 1. In
this table we have also included whether the theoretical boundαq > 2

√
N is satis-

fied. This inequality allows quantum reductions between theLWE problem and certain
lattice-based problems to go through.

11 Reference Implementation

We implemented our scheme using the Sage mathematics software [56].8 Although this
implementation is not efficient, the code not only concretely demonstrates the correct-
ness of the scheme, it also shows that if basic mathematical structures are available, it
can be easily implemented.
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Algorithm 8 : IRN adversaryB from IMN adversaryA

begin1

B receives(1λ ,P);2

M,G←∅,∅;3

Gen() := a function takingn≥ 0 and returning a of generator producingv∈ Fn
q for4

lex. sorted;
gen,cm←Gen(|M|),1;5

queryChallenge() to get f ;6

while Truedo7

v← gen();8

if v =⊥ then9

M←M∪{cm};10

cm← the min. monomialm with m 6∈M andm 6∈ 〈LM (G)〉;11

gen←Gen(|M|);12

v← gen();13

r ← cm+∑vimi for 0≤ i < |M|,mi ∈M;14

runA (1λ ,P) as follows:15

if A queriesSample() then16

querySample() to geth and returnh;17

if A queriesChallenge() then18

querySample() to geth; returnh+ r;19

if A callsFinalize(c′) then20

if c′ = 0 then21

G←G∪ r;22

cm← the min. monomialm with m 6∈M andm 6∈ 〈LM (G)〉;23

gen←Gen(|M|);24

else25

runA (1λ ,P) as follows:26

if A queriesSample() then27

querySample() to geth;28

returnh;29

if A queriesChallenge() then30

return f − r;31

if A callsFinalize(b) then32

if b = 0 then33

call Finalize(r);34

end35



Algorithm 9 : IMN adversaryB from IND-CPA adversaryA

begin1

B receives(1λ ,P);2

runA (1λ ,P) as follows;3

if A queriesEncrypt(m) then4

querySample() to get f ;5

return 2f +m ;6

if A queriesLeft -Right(m0,m1) then7

c←$ {0,1};8

queryChallenge() to get f ;9

return 2f +mc ;10

if A callsFinalize(c′) then11

call Finalize(c = c′);12

end13

Algorithm 10 : Generating the re-encryption key
Input : GA – a Gr̈obner basis
Input : f0, . . . , fm−1 – encryptions of zero underGB
Input : b′ – a bound on the degree of polynomials
begin1

GA→B←∅;2

for m∈M≤b′ do3

m′ ←m modGA;4

for 0≤ j < dlog2(q/2)e do5

s←$ a sparse subset of[0, . . . ,m−1];6

f ← ∑s fs;7

GA→B[2 j ∙m]← f +2 j ∙m′;8

return GA→B;9

end10



Algorithm 11 : Re-encryption

Input : f – a polynomial inP of degree at mostb′

Input : GA→B – a re-encryption key from keyGA to keyGB
begin1

f ′ ← 0;2

for m∈ f do3

c← the coefficient inf of m represented as an integer in(−b q
2c,b

q
2c];4

m′ ← 0;5

for 0≤ j < dlog2(q/2)e do6

if the j-th bit of|c| is setthen7

m′ ←m′+GA→B[2 j ∙m];8

if c < 0 then9

m′ ← −1 ∙m′;10

f ′ ← f ′+m′;11

return f ′;12

end13

λ μ n N α q αq > 2
√

N ciphertextsize

40 1 15 136 0.00558254200346408 1999 False ≈ 0.2kbytes
40 2 20 231 0.000139563550086602 92893 False ≈ 0.5kbytes
40 3 24 325 3.48908875216505e-6 3842401 False ≈ 0.9kbytes
80 1 16 153 0.00279740858078175 12227 True ≈ 0.3kbytes
80 2 21 253 0.0000349676072597719 594397 False ≈ 0.6kbytes
80 3 26 378 4.37095090747149e-7 54771113 False ≈ 1.2kbytes

128 1 23 300 0.00180384382955752 29501 True ≈ 0.6kbytes
128 2 22 276 0.0000140925299184181 4025909 True ≈ 0.8kbytes
128 3 27 406 1.10097889987642e-7 456626039 True ≈ 1.4kbytes
256 1 41 903 0.000976562500000000 81971 True ≈ 1.6kbytes
256 2 38 780 3.81469726562500e-6 28191413 True ≈ 2.5kbytes
256 3 42 946 1.49011611938477e-85005092413 True ≈ 3.2kbytes
512 1 68 2415 0.000545607084248879 347539 True ≈ 5.2kbytes
512 2 65 2211 1.06563883642359e-6 239518691 True ≈ 8.2kbytes
512 3 69 2485 2.08132585238983e-985332320813 True ≈ 11.8kbytes

Table 1.Example parameter choices forb = 2, k =
√

2log(100)
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A Alternative Strategy for Hardness of Higher Degrees

LetV be a subset of{x0, . . . ,xn−1}. We denote byGBN′P,GBGen(∙),d,b′,b,χ ,V a game which
is similar to theGBNP,GBGen(∙),d,b,χ game except that theSampleprocedure is replaced
by theSample′ procedure given in Figure 11.

proc. Sample′():
begin

f ←$ P≤b′ ;
f ′ ←$ P≤b restricted to the variables inV;
e←$ χ;
f ← f + f ′ − ( f + f ′ modG)+e;
return f ;

end

Fig. 11.ProcedureSample′ returning sparse samples.

Now, if |V|= logλ we can exhaustively search for a configuration which will satisfy
these terms. This is formalised in the next lemma for the cased = 1 but for anyχ.

Lemma 11 (GBN Hard for b′ ⇒ GBN′ Hard for b > b′ if |V|= log(λ )). For any ppt
adversaryA againstGBN′ at degree b> b′, there exists a ppt adversaryB against



GBN at degree b′ such that

Advgbn′

P,GBGen(∙),1,b′,b,χ,V,A (λ ) = Advgbn
P,GBGen(∙),1,b′,χ,B(λ ),

where|V|= log(λ ).

Proof. We construct aGBN adversaryB at degreeb′ from a GBN′ adversaryA at
degreeb > b′ in Algorithm 12. WhenA queriesFinalize on G 6= {1} this means that

Algorithm 12 : GBN adversaryB for b′ from GBN′ adversaryA for b > b′

begin1

B receives(1λ ,P);2

replaceb′ by b and runA (1λ ,P) as follows;3

|V| ← log of the number of variables inP;4

V←$ n variables fromP;5

for v∈ F|V|q do6

Iv←{V0−v0, . . . ,V|V|−1−v|V|−1};7

runA (1λ ,P) as follows:8

if A queriesSample′() then9

querySample() to get f ;10

f ′ ←$ P≤d restricted to the variablesV;11

f ′ ← f ′ − ( f ′ modIv);12

return f + f ′;13

if A queriesChallenge() then14

queryChallenge() to get f ;15

f ′ ←$ P≤d restricted to the variablesV;16

f ′ ← f ′ − ( f ′ modIv);17

return f + f ′;18

if A callsFinalize(G) then19

if G 6= {1} then call Finalize(G);20

end21

our guessv was correct and that the actual solution agrees with our guess. Thus,G is
the Gr̈obner basis we are looking for. Since|V| = log(λ ) we have thatF|V|q is poly(λ )
and the outer loop is repeated poly(λ ) times. Hence, Algorithm 12 only uses resources
polynomial inλ . ut


